
OUTLAW GLOVES™

Outlaw™ tactical gloves are made from the highest 
quality materials available and are designed for 
extreme environments with protection in critical areas, 
high dexterity, a non-slip grip, comfort, and durability. 

A7 Outlaw™ gloves are very robust with tops of genuine 
leather, flexible knuckle protection, and a breathable 
4 way stretch material with palms and thumb cradle 
made of a proprietary silicone webbing that is extremely 
durable, flame resistant, chemical resistant, and provides 
extreme grip even when wet.

Available in Black and Tan

 \ Breathable top made of 4 way stretch 
material for additional comfort and a 
custom fit.

 \ Proprietary silicone webbing on the 
palms that provide a sure grip even 
when wet yet is breathable, durable 
and provides a high degree of dexterity.

 \ Reinforced thumb cradle for durability 
and positive control.

 \ Double stitching for added durability.
 \ Highly sensitive touch-screen capability 

on the index finger, middle finger, and 
thumb.

 \ Pull tabs for easy donning.
 \ Machine washable.
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PYTHON GLOVES™

A7 Python™ operator gloves are made from the 
highest quality materials available and are designed 
for extreme environments with protection in critical areas, 
high dexterity, a non-slip grip, comfort, and durability. 
A7 Python™  gloves are very robust with tops of genuine 
leather, extreme knuckle protection, and a breathable 
4 way stretch material with palms and thumb cradle 
made of a proprietary silicone webbing that is extremely 
durable, flame resistant, heat resistant, chemical 
resistant, and provides extreme grip even when wet.

Available in Black and Tan

 \ Knuckle protection with interior foam 
cushioning

 \ Breathable tops made of genuine 
leather and high performance 4 way 
stretch material for additional comfort 
and a custom fit.

 \ Proprietary silicone webbing on the 
palms that provide a sure grip even 
when wet yet is breathable, durable 
and provides a high degree of dexterity.

 \ Reinforced thumb cradle for increased 
durability and positive control.

 \ Double stitching for added durability.
 \ Highly sensitive touch-screen capability 

on the index finger, middle finger, and 
thumb.

 \ Pull tabs for easier donning.
 \ Machine washable.
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